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By: Brandon Adcock, Staff Member 
 
Ironically, in order to consume natural resources, it seems humanity collectively ignores the old
saying, “don’t defecate where you digest nutrients,” to put it mildly. For a solution to this problem,
space seems to be the final frontier…but has someone already beat us to sustainability? One thing
we can always count on as more sustainable than our resources is a scalable, business model. Perhaps
an anecdote will make this far, far away issue land closer to our third rock from the sun. I recently
learned that my current Internet provider, Time Warner, will be subsumed into Comcast.[i]
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The 1967 Outer Space Treaty disallows sovereignty over celestial bodies.[ii]
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Cold-War-Era grandstanding hardly made Americans feel better about Sputnik and left private
ownership eerily fuzzy.[iii]
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Captain Kirk may be paying for parking, where one small step for a man[iv]
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giant leap for commerce. Greg Nemitz did just that when he attempted to charge NASA for landing
a probe on “his” asteroid, Eros (dismissed for not proving actual ownership).[v]
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Thankfully, the treaty supposedly outlaws appropriating celestial land parcels.[vi]
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Despite this, rule of capture maintains relevancy through allowances for extraction,[vii]
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orbiting matter is up for grabs to the first one to reach it. Planetary Resources, colluding with
Google, wants the final frontier like the old west for asteroid mining[viii]
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it doesn’t take forced mine-tricks to hide the ’roids they’re looking for. Yet only some entrepreneurs
have the luxury of considering private, space exploration.[ix]
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the public worry that Red Bull has a better space program than most nation-states?[x]
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depends. Outer space, ideally, offers a fresh start, much like the old west did for the downtrodden.
However, running against the capitalist ethic, the prospects of space seem hostile towards start-ups.
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Perhaps a business model would be an investment toward the future. NASA, failing mostly due to
Congressional budget cuts and bad priorities,[xii]
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opened their pod bay doors to the idea.[xiii]
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People should battle for free-market competition now before a legal monopoly results. Turning
moon rocks into alternative energy[xiv]
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help in the short term, but the Earth is unsustainable. What will be the fair market value of
humanity’s salvation—living on distant, corporate-owned, leasehold colonies? When it comes to
cyberspace, Comcast’s merger means hearing, “meet the new boss, same as the old boss.”[xv]
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When it comes to outer space, I hope that humanity won’t get fooled again.  
_________________ 
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